Aim of this paper is to reveal whether the geomagnetic activity (GMA) and meteorological factors (MFs) affect vascular parameters of healthy volunteers. As a trial study we used new device "Tonocard," and new vascular parameters for study-a pulse wave velocity (PWV) and an endothelial function (EnF) in addition to blood pressure measurements. These parameters never investigated before in such aspects. As far as novelty of device itself and investigated parameters we limited ourselves by monitoring only four healthy volunteers (without cardiovascular pathology). To analyze the sensitivity of their aforementioned medical indices to GMA and MFs two independent mathematical approaches were used, one of whom is based on traditional methods of mathematical statistics and the other on the theory of pattern recognition Dependence of physiological characteristics on the atmospheric temperature, revealed by both applied mathematical approaches, showed complex non-linear character of biological replies: the reaction has a different form in different temperature ranges and is manifested in the form of synchronization of slow variations of physiological and atmospheric parameters (trends) with a period of several days, while the daily variations were virtually independent. The systolic blood pressure (SBP), PWV and a difference between two specially selected values of PWV (DPWV) are approximately equally depending on atmospheric temperature, which accounts for an average of 26% to 28% of their variations. Sensitivity to the GMA for this test was found only for PWV.
Introduction
The influence of weather factors-atmospheric pressure and temperature, and the geomagnetic activity on the development of cardiological pathologies has been intensively studied over last two-three decades (see examples: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ). In Moscow over the recent years investigations have been conducted on the evaluation of the influence of temperature conditions and the quality of atmospheric air on the indices of mortality in the population [6] .
Investigations conducted in 12 cities of the USA have shown that hospitalization of patients with heart diseases and especially patients with myocardial infarction at an age of 65 and older monotonically increases simultaneously with the growth of temperature in cities with hot and cold climate [7] . At the same time a group of European researchers analyzing the influence of summer and winter extreme temperatures on the growth of morbidity of patients with cardiovascular and cerebral pathology in 12 cities does not confirm the presence of any effects in the short term perspective [8] .
In our earlier studies reactions of healthy people to the GMA were analyzed, based on Holter monitoring of heart rate (HR) and blood pressure (BP) [9] [10] [11] and a general nonspecific adaptive stress-response (increasing of HR, stabilization of HR variability and increasing number of arrhythmic heart contractions) was observed in the periods of magnetic storms. This reaction followed by the specific response to the magnetic storms associated with regulation of a vascular tone (similar to meteotropic responses) [12] .
Apparently human reaction on variations of GMA and meteorological factors (MF) could manifest itself in a different way. The BP and HR perhaps are important medical parameters in this effect development; however they are not the only.
For this reason, we decided to study a number of other indicators of the state of cardiovascular system, which could be potentially sensitive to the effects of GMA and MFs.
The earlier studies established that reaction of human organism on GMA was following by blood coagulation, rise in blood viscosity and deterioration of microcirculation parameters [13] . The revealed deterioration of a capillary blood flow, apparently, is caused by deterioration of endothelium function. The endothelium is a singlelayered layer of cells covering an internal surface of blood and lymphatic vessels, which continuously produce biologically active substances, regulating a vascular tone, behavior of blood cells in a vascular channels and many other important functions without which the human body couldn't exist normally [14] . These cells are called endothelial cells and their function named an endothelial function EnF.
Another very important parameter for cardiovascular system of human organism is arterial stiffness. Arterial stiffness has independent predictive value for cardiovascular events. Pulse wave velocity (a speed of successive arterial vessel walls contractions) (PWV) is a measure of arterial stiffness. As it is established in a large number of studies, the aortic wall stiffness defined by the PWV, in most cases leads to growth of arterial pressure because it raises loading on the left ventricle of heart. Aortic pulse wave velocity is an independent predictor of coronary heart disease and stroke in apparently healthy subjects (Studies by European cohorts [14] [15] [16] [17] ).
Thus the main vascular parameters which we decided to study are the pulse wave velocity (PWV), endothelial function (EnF) and blood pressure (BP).
As the equipment for these trial studies a new device "Tonocard" was used. It is specifically designed by AMDT LTD (Russia) to perform noninvasive measurements of aforementioned arterial vascular parameters.
Preliminary testing of "Tonocard" in clinical studies (75 participants) revealed tiny processes in vascular parameters reaction at early stages of arterial hypertension [18] .
The PWV and the EnF parameters never investigated before in aspect of influence of meteorological and geomagnetic factors on them. As far as novelty of device itself and parameters under investigation we limited ourselves as the first step by monitoring only four healthy volunteers (without cardiovascular pathology). In result of our trial investigation we started now to collect data of seven additional volunteers in the Central Clinical Hospital JSC "Russian Railways", Moscow, Russia.
The aim of this study is to reveal whether the geomagnetic activity and meteorological factors affect the pulse wave velocity, endothelial function, and blood pressure of individual humans.
Material and Methods
Our study is based on data of four healthy volunteers-3 of them are physicians-members of staff of the Central Clinical Hospital N1 JSC "Russian Railway" and one of them is a scientist from the Space Research Institute (see Table 1 ). All of them are non-smoker, not allergic and having normal body mass.
Data were collected during almost four years monitoring (December 2006 -October 2010) mainly in the morning hours from 9.00 till 11.00. Measurements had casual character and depend basically on an opportunity to make them. However practically for each except No 4 of monitored volunteers we have data of permanent daily measurements over approximately at least month. The device "Tonocard" includes specially developed highsensitivity sensors, placed in the projection of brachial artery and arteries of a wrist (radial and ulnar). All measurements have been executed on a hand (Figure 1) .
The hand settled down at a level of heart. One cuff settled down at a level of a shoulder, another at a level of a wrist. Pressure from cuffs was transferred to sensitive gauges inside the device. The received data with the help of the electronic circuit were transformed to an electric signal
The distance between brachial artery and arteries of a wrist (L) was measured and registered by computer. Time (∆t) for which pulse wave (successive arterial vessel walls contractions) pass this distance is determining automatically. The meaning of PWV was determined as ratio L/∆t and usually includes 5 -7 successive readings. For endothelial function determination we used the technique, which provokes the release of nitric oxide (NO) by endothelium, resulting in vasodilatation of arteries that can be qualify as an index of endothelial function. For measurement we applied proximal (brachial) and distal (wrist) cuffs connected with sensitive sensors contained by "Tonocard". Then during 20 -30 sec the device automatically records pulse wave amplitudes from arteries of wrist (approximately 25 -35 pulse waves). After this the brachial cuff is inflating up to 170 -190 mm Hg (in dependence of level of systolic blood pressure of subject, the pressure in a distal cuff must exceed its average level not more than on 30 -40 mm Hg). This pres- sure is automatically maintaining in brachial cuff during 3 min compressing. After that brachial cuff is deflating and then automatically is going on the measurement of the pulse wave amplitude of the wrist's arteries. Special computer program is comparing obtained results of pulse wave's amplitude with initial one in percentage. The Dampl characterizes the endothelial function. In norm the endothelial function for the middle-aged people, determined by "Tonocard" is 60% [18] . The higher is this amplitude the better is endothelial function.
Simultaneously with measurements of EnF we determined DPWV as difference between initial value of PWV and its value measured after 3 min test with compressing of brachial artery. This parameter characterizes the ability of vascular wall endothelium to produce NO, and on the other hand reflects a degree of its elasticity and peripheral resistance of small arteries. Our preliminary study revealed significant deterioration of the DPWV at hypertensive patients. The higher is modulus of DPWV the higher is degree of elasticity of endothelium and its ability to produce NO, i.e. vasodilatation of small arteries.
Two blood pressure measurements were realized using other arm after 15 -20 sec the endothelial function test. This semi-automated technique gives a possibility to reduce participation of an operator to minimum.
Thus we shall study dynamic (daily variations) of four biological parameters: systolic blood pressure (SBP), pulse wave velocity (PWV) For this trial study two mathematical approaches have been applied in order to get significant results on sensitivity of a hemodynamics to combined influence of the GMA and the MFs: we applied traditional statistical analyses (TSA) [5] like correlation analyses, analyses of variance and superposed epochs and DNNGO (Dynamic Nearest Neighborhood with Gain Optimization).
TSA was used for estimation of personal sensitivity to the GMA and the MFs on the basis of fairly short time series of results of individual observations (30 -100 values). Statistical algorithm was formed by taking into account the peculiarities of the physiological response and the statistical properties of the experimental data (shortness of series, unsteadiness, and a lot of omissions) and aimed to construct multi-dimensional picture of the individual physiological response.
As has previously been repeatedly shown the physiological response of the human organism can be delayed with respect to variations of external factors on up to three days, so the cross-correlation function was calculated in the range of shifts ±8 days. If significant correlations were found in the range from -1 to +3 days among them, the one of them that has maximum modulus, was choose and corresponding time shift was considered as a "time of development of reaction". Linear (Pearson, r p ) or rank (Spearman, r s ) correlation coefficient was calculated for given estimates of the statistical characteristics of time series according to the Jarque-Bera test.
Reaction of organism to the action of external factors is not linear, so the identification of a linear relationship (correlation analysis) does not always show the presence of the effect. Therefore the method of superposed epochs as well as the method of variance analysis can be used. The first method shows an evolution in time of the average values of the external parameters in the vicinity of the days of increased values of physiological parameter, the second gives an estimation of average amplitude of change of the physiological parameter when external factor's parameters were above and below some threshold value. The whole array of physiological data is divided into two samples by the criterion of the corresponding values of an external factor (above and below a certain threshold). In case the significance of differences in sampling distributions obtained at the level of p < 0.05 by Wilcoxon test, the difference of the medians of the distributions A = m 2 -m 1 is regarded as the amplitude of the changes under the influence of this external factor.
The application of pattern recognition to DNNGO method offered by [19] is based on the theory of local approximation [20, 21] and Neiman principles of statistical hypotheses validation [22] . In this study, this method has been used to calculate the relative percentage of cases of excess the average level by each physiological parameter as a result of specified action of combinations of environmental factors such as atmospheric pressure (P), temperature (T), and Kp-index of geomagnetic activity separately (one-dimensional analysis) or their pair combinations (two-dimensional analysis). The fundamental principle of this method is to find a critical region, where the expectation of the excess by the response of an average value is maximal. The optimization of the control parameters of the algorithm was carried out by genetic-branching algorithms for finding a global minimum. The relative total excess by the studied physiological parameter of its average value when the characteristics enter into the critical region in relation to the total excess by the physiological parameter of its average value in all the cases available in the database was taken as the efficacy of the given combination of environmental parameters (biotropicity).
The DNNGO method provides a variant of nonlinear dependence that is optimized in the cross-validation context. This means that testing on the available database yields the smallest average error of recovery of the explained variable, e.g., systolic arterial blood pressure (SBP) or PWV, under the condition that its measured value is not available for the algorithm in the process. Thus, we can avoid the situation when the quality of recovery is checked on the data that have been already involved in the recovery process.
The second feature of DNNGO is the possibility of analyzing the contribution that a given combination of explanatory variables makes to the dynamics of the explained variables based on counting the average successfully predicted excess by the explained variable of its average value relative to the same value, which is calculated on the part of the database where there was such an excess. This method allows us to recover the biotropicity of the GMA and MFs within a nonlinear approach. In contrast with TSA method DNNGO indented to reveal dependencies of common type without suggestions on interline models (linear, polynomial etc.). However, DNNGO can deal with sufficiently long database, because local methods of dependence recovery and crossvalidation required long time series. This why this method have been applied mainly to analysis of data of volunteer N 1.
Unfortunately, time series lengths of other three volunteers are insufficient for DNNGO application. Besides, time series for DPWV and Dampl of volunteer 4 contain only 10 points, that why their dependence from atmospheric factors and GMA can not be estimated even by TSA method.
Results and Discussion

The Relationship between the Physiological
Parameters and Separate External Factors (One-Dimensional Analysis)
Results of the analysis of sensitivity of the measured physiological parameters to action of the separate external factors, received by both methods-TSA and DNNGO -have shown coincident results concerning presence of dependence and its sign. We determine some external factor (or combinations of factors) as biotropic if percentage of dispersion for the physiological parameter can be explained by the given factor.
Dependence of SBP, PWV and DPWV for
Volunteer N 1 on Atmospheric Temperature T Results of dependence on atmospheric temperature for SPB, PWV and DPWV, obtained by DNNGO, are shown in the left column of Figures 2(a), (c), (e) .
In order to check by TSA these dependences the data sets of SPB, PWV and DPWV have been divided into three samples corresponding different temperature ranges Into each temperature range coefficients of linear regression (y = a + b × x, as well as standard error (s) and significance (F) of b were calculated). Results are shown at Figures 2(b), (d) , (f) and in Table 2 .
The systolic blood pressure (SBP) depending on temperature is generally negative (Figures 2(a), (b) ). Character of dependence is nonlinear, level of SBP authentically goes down for T > 15˚C and for temperature interval Т < 5˚C. In the interval -5˚C < T < 15˚C an authentic dependence the SBP on temperature isn't present.
The PWV dependence on temperature T recovered by DNNGO is shown at Figure 2(c) . The PWV increases with increasing temperature up to -15˚C to -18˚C, with a further increase of T the temperature dependence disappears. The temperature dependence for the PWV obtained by TSA (Figure 2(d) ) is quite similar.
In case of DPWV reflecting changes in PWV after
Copyright © 2012 SciRes. OJBIPHY hyperemia (Figures 2(e), (f) ) we have biphasic dependence by TSA (Figure 2(f) ) and more complex curve by DNNGO (Figure 2(e) ), but the main tendencies, obtained by two methods (decrease at T < 0˚C and increase at T > 0˚C) coincide.
From Table 2 and Figure 2 it is visible that results of the TSA are in a good agreement with the conclusions received by DNNGO method.
The more accurate definition of T-dependence of physiological parameters by TSA leads to the situation when calculation of correlation coefficients within smaller temperature ranges becomes incorrect owing to considerable dispersion of physiological parameters.
Dependence of SBP, PWV, DPWV and Dampl
for Volunteers N 2 -4 on Atmospheric Temperature T Results by TSA on sensitivity of physiological parameters of another three volunteers to temperature variations are presented in Table 3 . Unfortunately, time series lengths of these volunteers are insufficient for DNNGO application. Besides, time series for DPWV and Dampl for volunteer 4 contain only 10 points, that why their dependence from atmospheric factors and GMA can not be estimated even by TSA method. Table 3 shows that the dependence of physiological parameters on temperature variations there is only for volunteer 3, and the direction of changes of SBP has the same sign as that one for volunteer 1. Significant correlation of the SBP with the values of atmospheric temperature (negative in 90% cases) was also detected earlier in about half of the examined healthy volunteers and patients with arterial hypertension living in different climatic zones (230 people in total) [23] .
For possibility of comparison of character and degree of their dependence on external factors we introduced a parameter K, reflecting a measure of correlation connection: K = sign(r) × (-log10(p)), where r is a correlation coefficient, р-its confidence. K > -log10(0.05) = 1.3 corresponds to correlation coefficients which are significant at level p < 0.05, K > -log10(0.01) = 2 means that p < 0.01 an so on.
The direction of variation of PWV for volunteer 3 is opposite to that observed for volunteer 1 (Figures 2(c),  (d), 3(b) ). However, it is known that the individual response of blood pressure of different persons to changes of external factors may have a different sign, so the task of clarifying the causes of a certain type of reaction requires analysis of larger number of volunteers. At this stage we can only conclude that the reaction rates on temperature variations in PWV is not a unique property of volunteer 1.
Reaction rates of DPWV and Dampl found only for volunteer 3. They are less pronounced: the correlation coefficient has a low value ( K < 1.3, Table 3 ). This result is also consistent with the results obtained for volunteer 1.
Dependence of Physiological Parameters of
Volunteer 1 on GMA Activity by TSA Level of GMA in the given work was estimated by using two very close in geophysical sense indices -Kp and Ap. It was done for the purpose of the comparative analysis of these indexes applicability to a problem of an estimation of level of individual magnetosensitivity. As selective distributions of the Ap-index don't usually obey Gauss distribution even for short time series, in the given part of work, Spearman correlation coefficient have been calculated irrespective of statistical properties of another time series. Data set of each physiological parameter has been divided into the intervals corresponding to calendar seasons of year, and for each interval an estimation of statistical connection of SBP, PWV and DPWV with GMA-level has been performed separately.
Results are shown in Table 4 where for each experimental samples (SBP, PWV and DPWV) a measure the degree of correlation K with the Kp-index, an amplitude A (difference of medians of physiological parameter's amplings observed at low and high levels of Kp-index) s 14-tin considered cases (two physiological parameters during 7 seasons). The conclusions received by using both indices as a measure of GMA level are identical within the accuracy of the method. Results of dispersive analysis also have appeared completely coinciding in the sense of obtained conclusions: list of seasons with significant changes of physiological parameters under the influence of GMA, sign of reaction, their amplitude and level of significance. Table 4 shows that from three physiological parameters the most sensitive to changes of GMA level is PWV. Significant reaction of PWV on Kp-index was found out in five cases from seven by the correlation analysis, and in all seven cases by a method of the dispersive analysis. For the SBP dependence on the Kp-index is found out in two cases, for DPWV-only in one.
It is interesting that during different seasons it was found out differently directed significant dependences of PWV of volunteer 1 on the Kp-(Ap)-index (Figure 3) . of Kp during measurements" is applicable to his results. These results are also consistent with our earlier findings that the level of perfusion (blood filling the tissue) is directly proportional to the Kp-index only during periods when the average level of GMA is above a certain threshold [24] . Increased values of PWV are usually considered as an indicator of deterioration of a functional condition of cardiovascular system. We selected from data set the dates when increased values of PWV were registered and for these dates the average course of the Kp-index in a vicinity ±8 days was constructed. In order to check a stability of the found out effect as increased values of PWV we considered three samples accordingly including 20% of the greatest values (percentile 0. Table 5 shows that the SBP dependence on Kp-index was detected in three cases: for volunteer 1 (for two seasons, while the full sample correlation is not signifishift, days The dependence of PWV on Kp-index was found for all four tested volunteers. For volunteers 2, 3 and 4 the signs of reaction are the same: PWV values decrease with an increase the level of GMA. Over a longer period of observation a volunteer 1 showed that the reaction of this physiological parameter may be alternating in time, depending on the average level of GMA. In particular, the signs of a reaction of the volunteer 1 during the winter of 2009 and the volunteer 2 who carried out the observations in this period are the same.
Thus, in both number of cases it was found a significant correlation, and the relative amplitude changes in physiological parameters due to variations in the level of GMA. The parameters PWV and DPWV for all four surveyed volunteers are more sensitive to variations in GMA than the level of blood pressure (SBP).
An Evaluation of the Combined Effect of Several Factors (Two-Dimensional Analysis) (DNGO)
The character of the nonlinear dependence physiological parameters on T recovered by DNNGO (Figure 2 ) allows us to estimate not only the strength, but also the nature of the discovered relationship, depending on whether: it is possible to describe the trends or outliers adequately.
We can see that, in the first case, the restored dependence takes the form of slower waves, while in the second case it takes the form of fast oscillations. As it is well known, the dynamics of Kp indices has the nature of fast oscillations. A perturbation lasts for one day, and a storm lasts for a maximum from two to three days. In the same time, as it has been shown by [23] , arterial blood pressure dependence on atmospheric temperature for hypertensive persons has character of slow waves with the period about 4 -7 days, despite of these patients undergo a hypertensive therapy. SPB, PWV and characteristics of EnF (DPWV and Dampl) allowed us to carry out a detailed comparative analysis of their sensitivity to meteorological and geomagnetic factors.
Conclusions
Dependence of physiological characteristics on the atmospheric temperature, revealed by both applied mathematical approaches (DNNGO and TSA), showed complex non-linear character of biological replies: the reaction has a different form in different temperature ranges and is manifested in the form of synchronization of slow variations of physiological and atmospheric parameters (trends) with a period of several days, while the daily variations were virtually independent.
The SBP, PWV and DPWV are approximately equally depending on atmospheric temperature, which accounts for an average of 26% to 28% of their variations.
Sensitivity to the GMA for this test was found only for PWV. In contrast to the response to MFs, which was stable in the separate analysis in different years of observation, the PWV dependence on the GMA changed its character for 2009 when geomagnetic disturbances were practically absent. The reaction of PWV to the GMA was manifested mostly as a growth with increase of Kp values, what means an increase of rigidity of the vessel walls and their tone. In 2009, when an average Kp-index was extremely low for long periods ("magnetic silence"), values of PWV were normal or decreased.
Thus, noninvasive methods of daily monitoring not only level of the BP, but also other characteristics of cardiovascular system such as the vascular tone parameters, allows revealing more complex changes of an arterial vascular regulation in respond to action of external factors.
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